Use these labels for all boxes sent for an AUTOGRAPHING at PNBA’s Fall Show. Boxes with books for autographings must be clearly labeled with the AUTHOR’S LAST NAME on each box. No boxes over 50 pounds can be accepted. All shipments must be sent to arrive between Monday, August 7 and Tuesday, September 12, 2023. Shipments received before or after those dates will be returned to the sender. PNBA’s crew will sort, palletize, load the boxes, truck them to the show and deliver them to the proper autographing area.

After the show, publishers will be billed by PNBA $50 per box for drayage fees. Local authors are welcome to bring the books with you. Check in at the Registration Desk when you arrive and one of our volunteers will see that your books get to the right place for the autographing. **DO NOT SHIP MATERIAL DIRECTLY TO THE HOTEL.**

From:
____________________
____________________
____________________

TO: PNBA Fall Tradeshow
AUTOGRAPHING BOOKS
c/o Downtown Mini Storage
1475 Railroad Blvd - Unit B19
Eugene, OR 97402-4119

Your AUTHOR’S last name:
____________________

From:
____________________
____________________
____________________

TO: PNBA Fall Tradeshow
AUTOGRAPHING BOOKS
c/o Downtown Mini Storage
1475 Railroad Blvd - Unit B19
Eugene, OR 97402-4119

Your AUTHOR’S last name: